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ABSTRACT 

This report contains a complete description of a 

Portable FM Seismic Transmitting and Receiving System capable 

of unattended operation.  It is specifically de .igned to 

broaden the capabilities of the portable seismic system 

developed under Contract AF19(628)-212.  Each Seismometer 

signal is preamplified and conditioned for FM transmission. 

The receiver recovers the signal and conditions it for 

recording, either directly or on magnetic tape. 

A computer controlled system for the calibration 

of seismometers is described. The end product is a response 

curve in terms of both amplitude and ph^^s. 
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Section 1 

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 

A.  GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Portaole FM Saismic Transmitting and Receiving 

Station is an unatter.fed system operating in the 150 MC region 

and designed to work in conjunction with, and broaden the 

capabilities of the PORTABLE SEISMIC SYSTEM repackaged by 

Weston Observatory under uontract AF19(6?8)~212.  It can be 

used independent of the Portable System but does not contaii 

any recording capability. 

Each seismic signal is preamplified by a reactance 

amplifier stepped up through a high gain amplifier, is con- 

ditioned and FM transmitted. The receiving unit: recovers the 

signal and conditions it for recording. At this point the 

system may be monitored as a standard telemetry system, and 

be directly recorded, or the signal may be fed into the 

Portable Seismic System where it will be further condicioned 

and FM recorded on magnetic tape. 

3.  MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION 

1 Both units are housed in identical aluminum cases 

measuring 18" x 13" x 8", less external hardware (See Fig- 

Uie 1). The transmitter package weighs 16 pounds. The 



I 

Figure 1 
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receiver package weighs 19 pounds. Figures 2 aud 3 show the 

tnechanlcal layout of ehe transmitter and receiver units res- 

pectively, 

C.  SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRÄM 

The block diagram of the Portable FM Transmitting 

and Receiving Stations, Flguze 4, illustrate the functional 

arrangement of the system. The signal goes unaltered through 

the calibrate circuit, which at present must be manually 

activated, and into the parametric, or reactance amplifier. 

This amplifier is used as an adjustable high gain preamplifier 

with a nominal voltage g^in of 66 db. The input attenuator 

of this amplifier is used to terminate the seismometer at 

13.6 Kfi, which is the 0.70 critical damping point of the 

Electrotech EV17 50000 seismometer being used.  The output of 

this amplifier is fed into a single ended fixed gain, real 

frequency amplifier which conditions the signal to drive a 

voltage controlled oscillator. The outputs of the three 

VCO's in the system "re high uapedance mixed and reamplified 

to drive the FM transmitter unit. The RF signal is then 

transmitted to the receiver by a high gain directional an- 

tenna system. The receiver unit detects the multiplex 

signal and feeds it to a bank of discriminators. The outputs 

of the discriminators may be directly recorded or patched 

over to the Portable Seismic System. 

•12- 
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Table I 

Characteristics of FM Telemetry System 

SENSORS 

SYSTEM SENSITIVITY 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

DYNAMIC RA13GE 

SENSOR CALIBRATION 

RF SECTION 
POWER OUITUT 

RECEIVER SENSITIVITY 

RANGE 

FREQUENCIES 

BANDWIDTH 

SIZE 

WEIGHT 
RECEIVER 

TRANSMITTER 

3 Electro-Tech EV17 Srismometers 
1 Vertical 
2 Horizontal 

1 Milli-micron at 1 CPS 

0.8 - 8.4 CPS 

50 db 

Manual ~ internal 
Adjustable in amplitude 

2.0 watts 

0.5 u volts 

w 10 miles 

150.27 Mc 
150.30 Mc 
150.33 Mc 

5 Kc 

18 x 13 x 8 less hardware 

19 lbs. 

16 lbs. 

•14- 
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D.  SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

I.  Seismometers 

The seismometers used with this system are the Electro- 

Technical Lcbs  Model EV17.  Its rugged construction Incorporates 

a varlatlc:' of the Inclined spring suspension design that re- 

quires no clamping.  A viewing window allows the relative beam 

position to be readily ascertained.  A bale handle provides an 

easy means of carrying the seismometer. 

The natural undamped frequency Is 1.0 cps. Any damping 

from .33 (open circuit) to 1.0 may be obtained with the proper 

shunting resistor. Open circuit sensitivity is 480 volts/meter/ 

sec. (Figure 5) The moving mass weight is 2760 grams with 

an excursion of ±2  ran or more.  The seismometers will operate 

at tilt angles up to 2° in all directions. The vertical seis- 

mometer is 5%" x 9" x 6" high, weighing approximately 13 

pounds; the horizontal seismometers are 6%" x 10" x 6" high, 

weighing approximately 15 rounds. 

2. Amplifier Section 

An extremely low-noise amplifier Is necessary (in- 

ternal noise level of 0.1 microvolt or less) along with high- 

input imjedance to achieve the required sensitivity for 

seismic signals. 

A four section, low frequency amplifier is provided 

with the necessary characteristics. The first section utilizes 

-15. 
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low-frequency reactance amplifier principles, the second 

section is a 455 kilocycle tuned amplifier, the third Suction 

is an amplitude-regulated pump oscillator, and the fourth 

section is a stable, real-frequency amplifier. 

The reactance amplifier is a double-sideband, up- 

converter (or modulator) in which a band of low-frequency 

signals is used to modulate an RF carrier frequency (Figure 6). 

The nonlinear element to support modulation is the junction 

capacitance of the reverse biased "varicap" diode. 

Pump voltage is applied to the primary of the pump 

transformer and swings both diodes through their capacity vs. 

voltage characteristics. The polarized diodes are biased in 

such a direction that pump voltage causes both diodes to swing 

in unison up and down their characteristic curve. Thus, if the 

diodes are matched for identical voltage vs. capacity char- 

acteristics, the capacity of one leg at any instant during the 

pump cycle equals that of the other leg, the bridge remains in 

balance throughout the cycle ?"id no pump voltage is passed. 

In practice, one or both of the diodes are paralleled with a 

trimmer capacitor to permit a controlled unbalance of the 

bridge. This provides a constant amplitude carrier voltage out- 

put which has the proper phase to serve as an AM carrier for 

the two sidebands resulting from the application of signal 

voltage to the varicap diodes. 

•17- 
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Signal voltage is applied to the "varicaps through 

the low impedance primary winding of an I-F transformer.  It 

reacts with the time varying capacity of the "varicap" 

diodes to produce amplitude modula.-ed 455 KC currents. These 

currents flow through the primary winding cf T2 to produce 

a 455 KC carrier that Is amplitude modulated at signal 

frequency. This sig ial is amplified in a conventional tuned 

amplifier and is then detected. 

The amplifier section of the transmitter is shown 

in the block diagram (Figure 7). The system is composed of 

master pump (oscillator), four reactance preamplifiers, 

and four, real-frequency amplifiers. 

a. Master Pump 

The master pump is a 455 KC oscillator which 

supplies pump voltages to all three reactance preamplifiers 

in the system. Long term amplitude stability is essential 

for gain stability of the reactance preamplifier section. 

Short term amplitude stability is necessary to insure 

that extra noiae is not injected into the system from the 

pump.  This design achieves amplitude stability by diode 

clipping of both positive and negative peaks of the pump 

signal. 

19- 
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b. Reactance Preampllflcr8 

The preamplifiers used are solid state ieactance 

(or paramet-ic) amplifiers. Their inherent high input im- 

pedance (greiter th-'Ji 15 megohms at 1 cps) makes thera ideal for 

U32 with high impedance transducers. The preamplifiers' 

small size, insensitivity to orientation, low noise level and 

low power level are also important. The equivalent input 

noise l^vel is less than .05 microvolts rms over the band- 

pass from 0.8 to 10 cps. The reactance amplifier sectioa 

is followed by a tuned amplifier detector section. The tuned 

amplifier requires little power and uses no IF transformers. 

Tuning is accomplished by small fixed tuned "transfliters" 

which are antiresonant at the pump (carr-'.er) frequency. 

These elemenr.s, used in the emitter circuits of the two 

amplifie'- stages, provide emitter degeneration for all fre- 

quencies outside their passband. A high degi*»c   local 

negative feedback is employed in both stages to stabilize 

the gain against changes in transistor parameters. The 

first stage is optimised for low noise performanr^  The 

preamplifier has an adjustable gain nojiinally set to 2000 

(66 db). 

c. High Gain Amplifier 

The output of the reactance amplifier is fed into 

-21- 
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a real-frequency amplifier having a fixed gain of approximately 

10 db. This amplifier requires only two voltage inputs (± 12 

volts). The amplifier employs heavy negative feedback to 

obtain good stability. The open loop gain of the amplifier 

is arproximat^y 70 db, and is designed with bof.h high and 

low cutoff filtering. 

3. Calibrate Circuit 

The calibrate circuit consists of a curre.it source, 

whose output is controlled by a relay. The amplit"de of the 

calibrate signal is controlled by a 0-60 db attenuator cal- 

ibrated in milli-microns ot earth motion in 6 db steps. 

Seismometers with or without a separate calibrate coil may be 

utilized and calibrated. The dial calibrations are based on 

the motor constants of the EV17 seismometer. 

4. Voltage Controlled Oscillator 

The voyage concrolled oacillator used in this 

system are manufactured by Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc. 

They are described by EMR Model No. 307A, are miniature in 

size, and completely solid state. Three adjustments are 

provided on the unit, CENTER FREQUENCY, OUTPUT AMPLITUDE, 

anJ DEVIATION SENSITIVITY.  'See Jobbers Manual) 

5* Mi or Amplifier 

The outputs of the VJO's are multiplexed through a 

-22- 
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high impedance mixing circuit and amplified thrcmgh an audio 

fre^juency bandpass arapllfier. 

6. FM Trar^omitter and Receiver 

The FM Transmitter/Receiver is made from -ho 

Motorola Model H23DEH FM radio, which has been modified in 

the following manner: 

1. The transmitter and receiver sections are 
separated chassis. 

2. The transmitter chassis also Includes: 

a. An Input potentiometer which con- 
trols the modulation. 

b. An ON - OFF switch 

3. The receiver chassis also includes: 

a. An ON - OFF switch and pilot light. 

b. RADIO - LAND line switch and cascade 
emitter-follower. The emitter-fol- 
lower is used to isolate the dis- 
criminator or land line output from the 
sub-carrier discriminator inputs. 

7. Antenna System 

The Antenna System utilized for transmission and 

reception are identical two meter beam units incorporating 

six elements for over 10 db gain.  Mechanically the units 

are very light, (2 lbs.) and easily set up, 

8. Discriminators 

The discriminators used in this system are man- 

ufactured by Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc. They arc 

-23- 
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described by EMR Model No. 267. These units have been 

mechanically altered to meet the mounting requirement. No 

electrical modifications have been made.  (See Jobbers 

Manual) 

9.  Power Supplies 

The prime regulation or tha power supplies are the 

batteries. Each battery voltage is regulated by a Zencr 

controlled pass transistor. 

E.  OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Preliminary Instructions 

Prior to any turn en operation severai rcqu-': ar.-fts 

should be met to avoid extensive damage. 

a. Under no condition should the transmitter unit 

be turned on without a dummy load or an antenna con- 

nected to the antenna jack. 

b. Under no condition should either the transmitter 

or receiver unit be operated without the modular units 

in place. 

Tests on the transmitter - Receiver units have 

indicated that under ideal conditions a range in excess of 

25 miles can be achieved. However, weather and topograpnic 

conditions ran greatly reduce this figure.  Prior knowledge 

of the above conditions is a necessity to obtain continuing 

■24- 
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results throughout a test. Distances greater than or ap- 

proaching 10 miles should not be attempted or relied upon 

unless all conditions are known. 

If the tests are to be made over a relatively short 

distance, dead reckoning on antenna placement and direction 

may suffice. However, if greater distances are to be a 

chieved, a topographic map and an accurate compass are 

rerjuired. Where reception may be "fringe" and "S" meter 

will prove to be a necessity. 

For both transmitter and receiver units> an antenna 

and mast must be erected and orientated. The antennae should 

be at least one wave length (two meters) above the ground or 

.ehicle, and  gi^yed to prevent toppling.  Six 5' sections of 

mast are supplied. 

The seismometers to be used must be placed and 

leveled. Experience has dictated that best practice is to 

bury the seismometers were practical to reduced wind noise. 

The vertical seismometer can be leveled by use of 

the bull's eye level built into it. Two peep boles, one on 

top for light and one on the front edge show the  relative 

beam position. The beam position cannot be readily field 

changed. (See Figure 8) 

The horizontal seismometers may be leveled by use 

-25- 
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of the bull's eye level, and the beam position cantered bv 

adjusting the large screw at one end of the instrument by 

using a nonmagnetic screwdriver. A doubis view window on 

the opposite end indicates the relative position of the beam. 

Figure 8 shows the position of the sei steine ter to 

produce a positive signal from the North or East direction. 

2. Operational Procedures 

Turn off both power and radio switchec! prior to 

connecting the batteries. 

a. Transmitter 

1. Erect and connect antenna 

2. Place and connect seismometers to their 

respective input jacks. 

3. Set attenuator to 'öO db". 

4. Turn main power switch to "ON". This 

will activate the amplifiers and VCO's. 

5. Measure the signal at the amplifier test 

poin\. on the top panel and adjust gains by means of 

the step attenuator to approximately 80 mv PP as seen 

on an oscilloscope »"»ing a 10:1 probe. This setting 

is arbitrary and operator judgment must be employed. 

Set calibration levels using table II as a guide. 

This level will deliver approximately a two volt peak 

pulse to the recorder. 

•26- 
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6. Establish radio contact with the RF 

RECEIVER unit. 

7. Turn transmitter power switch to "ON". 

When requested, reorientate the antenna for strongest 

signal. 

8. Readjust gain levels as requested and 

uake appropriate cal level changes. 

b.  Receiver 

1. Erect and connect antenna 

2. Connect output to recording device.  If 

the PORTABLE SEISMIC SYSTEM is to be used, insure 

the amplifier input switches are in the "EXTERNAL" 

position. 

3. Stand by for conanunication from the 

TRANSMiiTER station.  When established, talk in the 

proper antenna orientation for strongest signal. 

4. Request any gain changes necessary to 

give approximately the same level when viewed on an 

oscilloscope as the Portable Seismic System.  Confirm 

all changes before logging them in. 

•28- 
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TABLE Jtl 

Gain and Calibration Settings 

Atrenu&tor "■ lemetry Overall Calibration 
Setting (db) System Gain Gain Setting (rau) 

0 15.8K 50K 5 

6 7900 25K 10 

12 3930 12.5K 20 

18 IP-'S 6.25K 40 

24 98b 3125 80 

30 494 1560 160 

36 247 730 320 

42 123 390 640 

48 61 195 1,2K 

54 30.5 97.5 2.5K 

60 16 48.5 5K 

Calibrate settings recommended here will produce a 2 
volt pulse at the output of the amplifier in the Portable 
Seismic System. They will, also, produce a 0.632 volt pulse 
at the output of the Telemetry discriminator. 

♦Calibration settings have been increased by a factor of 10. 

-29- 
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MIXER     AND      AC   AMPLIFIER DIA6R/M 

FIGURE     X 
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Section III 

SEISMOMETER TEST PROCEDURE 

In a previous report (Devane, et al, 1966) a seis- 

mometer test system was described.  In the course of the 

present contract, the equipment necessary to carry out the 

testing has been Installed. The testing scheme is illustrated 

in Figure 1.  The BS601 is a fixed program device.  In the 

"Dynamic Average A & B" mode, the computer generates a 5 micro- 

second pulse at preset Intervals.  This pulse is amplified 

and triggers ehe pulse generator which produces a 20 milli- 

second pulse of 50 volts. This pulse is conveyed to the 

test pier and applied through a dividing network to the 

calibration coil of the seismome .er.  It is also returned 

to the BS601 and recorded on channel B. The amplified seis- 

mometer response is recorded on channel A. After the data 

is transferred to the u-Linc, the impulse and the tnpulse 

response are Fourier transformedi the amplitude and phase 

are calculated from the real and imaginary parts of the 

transforms and the output spectrum is divided by the input 

spectrum to give the magnification curve.  Each step in the 

process will be discussed in some detail and estimates of the 

accuracy of the process will be made at each step. 
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1. Datermina'ion of the Motor Constant of the Calibration 

Coil 

Staudard procedures are used to determine the motor 

constant of the calibration coil.  The response to an impulse 

in current is mztched to the response to a known weight re- 

moved from the seismometer mass. 

Then:   G   = (9.8 x IQ"3) m Xi 
CC I Xm 

.   = mo.^c constant,  newtons 
cc   ampere 

Xi ? zero to peak trace amplitude due to current I 

Xm => zero to pjak tra e amplitude due to weight lift 

I ^ dc. current in calibration coil, /.ero to peak 
in amperes 

ra => mass removed 

Figure ^ Illustrates the procedure and instruments 

employed. 

The procedure requires that the  deflections pro- 

duced by the two methods should agree within 10«.  A series 

of test runs were made on days OL  lew and high microseigmic 

activity.  On a very quiet day a  series of impulses agree 

within 37..  But on a noisy day the agreement is on.y within 
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137.. Testlag should be restricted to those times when the 

background level is low. 

2.  Bay State 601 Dynamic Averaging 

The seismometer must be operational during the 

testing process. This means that it ^ill be responding to 

microseismic activity. The test procec i^e must separate the 

calibration signal from the background noise.  In conventional 

f-esting a weight is usually removed from the seismometer mass 

and the weight is chosen to produce a response well above 

the noise level. The Tay State Analyzer permits the use of 

a very small impulse.  It pxoduces an impulse in a coherent 

manner and conducts a repeated summation of the resulting 

response. This effectively improves the signal-to-noise 

ratio by "he square root of the number of times cnat the 

experiment is repeated, since the incoherent background does 

not become reinforced while tl._ calibration response does. 

Th3 repettt m rate of the impuls can be chosen in such a 

way that o.ie insures incoherence between the impulse and 

the microseismic period predominant at the time of testing. 

A pulse counter totals the number of times the pulse is 

repeated. Both the impuisa and the impulse response are 

displayed on the osc-'iloscope and the operator regulates the 

output j&in to prevent overflow. 
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To illustrate  the signal  to noise  improvement compare 
i 

figures 3 and 4.  In figure 3, curve II is the sum of 10 

impulse responses and curve I !s tVi« sum of 20 impulse re- 

sponses. The signal-to-noise improvement is readily observed. 

3. The Impulse Response 

The 5 microsecond pulse generated by thp Bay State 
j 

601 is amplified and fea to a pulse generator, Experiments 

have shown that the most efficient pulse is one 20 railli- 

seconds long. This pulse is sent over lines to the test 

pier at 50 volts, because a low level voltage pulse became 

slightly distorted in the transmission. On the test pier the 

pulse is fed to a voltage divider so that the input current 

to the calibration coil may be regulated over a broad rat.^e. 

An Astrodata Nanovolt Amplifier Model 201 brings 

the seismometer response to approximately one volt and tha 

signal is returned to the Data Analysis Center. Because of 

possibl*: 60 cycle pickup in transmission a filter with band- 

pass .02 to 13.5 cps is used.  The impulse response is finall> 

digitized and displayed on Channel A of the Bay State 601. 

The Sample Rate Control determines the digitization 

interval. The highest sampling rate corresponds to digit- 

i' ition period of exactly 5.030 milliseconds or about 198.8 

samples per second.  Lower sampling rates are expanded in 

factors of two. 
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The highest sampling rate gives the largest fre- 

quency range In the Fourier Transform, so it is ordinarily 

used. Lower digit zation rates may be used to explore fre- 

quency ranges in more detail. 

4. Data Transfer - BS60I to Line 

A subroutine in a multi-routine program called 

WEST A transfers the data in the BS601 output memory to the 

Line. The 503 data points are transferred to two blochs of 

Line tape. Each block of Line tape contains 256 words; thus, 

there are nine words which must be treated as nonsense words 

as far as the data is concerned. To prepare the transferred 

data for the Fourier Transform program,  short program 

labeled "CONDENSE" ha«» been written.  It must be noted that 

both the impulse and the Impulse response are stored by the 

BS601 and displayed on the oscilloscope.  In this display 

and consequently in the BS601 output memory, the two functions 

are interlaced, i.e. even numbered data points belong to the 

impulse response; odd to the impulse. "C0ND5WSE" separates 

the two functions and stores them on separate blocks of tape. 

Note that the impulse rcapuuoc is reduced to a 256 point 

function and that the digitisation interval becomes 10.06 

milliseconds. 

The BS601 Output Gain Control enables the operator 
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to select any contiguous group of eight bits from the nine- 

teen bit output of the Analyzer. The most significant bit, 

(the sign, 20th bit) Is not affected by this control. When 

the output gain is at 1 the eight most significant bits are 

selected; when set at 2048, the least significant bits are 

selected, and the gain is effectively 2048 times the gain 

at a setting of 1. There are 12 output gain settings and 

the effect of the 8 bit selector on accuracy of the number 

transferred must be considered. Table II is an attempt to 

set guide lines for the use of the Output Gain Control. 

Column 1 lists the powers of 2; column 2, the sum 

of successive powers. The maximum number which can be 

transferred is 510, the eight bit number 11 111 111. Column 

3 gives the output gain control values as marked on the 

Analyzer. Column 4 is the multiplier suggested for each gain 

control setting. Column 5 is the product of the raultipiier 

and the nu*xiinum value of the 8 bit number (510). Comparison 

of column 2 and 5 chows the growth of the roundoff error. 

For example, the number 160 appears as the max- 

imum value of the impulse response after a transfer at 16. 

To recover the original value we multiply by 128 hence, 20480. 

But the possibility exists that the number may actually have 

been 20608. This amounts to an error of less than 17.. 
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Care must be exercised when dealing with small numbers, 

If 100 is transferred at 2048 100 X 1 - 100 

1024 bU X 2 = 100 

512 24 X 4 a 96 

ne 12 X 8 = 96 

128 6 X 16 3 96 

64 2 X 32 — 64 

As a rule the maximum output gain control setting 

short of overflow is recommended. 

The output of the seismometer transducer is a vol- 

tage. The voltage is digitized by the BS601.  Hence, we need 

a calibration curve which relates the BS601 number to voltage. 

A curve was constrv.cted by allowing ehe BS601 to digitize 

the output of a square wave generator. The voltage was 

measured by a calibrated digital voltmeter.  Several trials 

produced varing results. The reason for the changes is the 

input A control, which adjusts the sensitivity of the op- 

erational amplifier used to condition the analog input signal 

for application to the channel A analog-to-digital converter. 

The control haa a vernier gain adjustment with a range of 

approximately 3:1. Thus, a one volt signal app1led to 

channel A input may result in a number between 88 and 255. 
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In a series of tests the vernier control snould be kept at 

the sa:ric level to avoid necessity of multiple calibration. 

5. The Fourier Transform Program - XFORM 

The XFORM program is Intended for operating on 511 

point functions. The routines used are floating point op- 
i 

erations with four bit exponents and twenty bit mantissas. 

The impulse response function presented to the program has 
I 

0 in the first 255 locations followed by the 256 actual data 

points which make up the impulse response.  This permits us 

to consider the response as zero until the instant the seis- 

mometer begins to respond to the impulse. 

The XFOÄM program uses Simpson's Rule (m = 2) of 

-2TT  1ft 
numerical integration to compute P(f) = j   C(T)e        dt. 

■  CD 

The integration becomes a summation over 511 terms with dif- 

ferential increments Äf and At being the distances between 

points representing the functions P(f) and C(t) respectively. 

A full range two-sided transform starts at 

f =  -1    and extends to f =  1    The full range consists 
8 A t 8At 

of 511 units or increments. A full range transform of 511 

point function is another 511 point function.  The real and 

imaginary parts of the transform are stored in four blocks of 

Line tape designated by the operator. 
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To establish a relationship between a data point and 

frequency we use the following considerations.  The original 

sweep rate is maxinuia; therefore, the data points are 5.03 

milliseconds apart, but alternate data points represent the 

impulse and the impulse response are .01006 seconds apart. 

8At = .08048 seconds, hence, the frequency range is from 

-12.425 seconds" to +12.425 seconds" . The transform is 

a 511 point function so the frequency intervals are .04863. 

Table 1 has been constructed to make rapid conversion from 

data point to frequency possible. 

6. Conversion to Amplitude and Phase 

The full range Fourier Transform produces a real 

and imaginary part. These are combined to give amplitude 

and phase by: 

A » VR2 ♦ I2    Tan, v =  I 
R 

Tne program AJMAPH performs this task. The 

arithmetic routines are in double precision floating point 

format with a ten bit exponent and a twenty-one bit mantessa. 

Floating each block of data requires 3 blocks oi Line tape. 

The complete solution then occupies 12 blocks of tape in 

floating point format. The program PACK reduces each three 

block segments to two blocks of data preserving the precision 
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to four decimal places. Thus, there arc four blocks  f data 

with values of the amplitude and four blocks of phase data. 

This provides the response of the instrument under test in 

the frequency range -12.425 seconds"^ to ■'•12.425 seconds" . 

If the transforms are symmetrical, it is possible to reduce 

the length of the computation by considering only the domain 

of positive frequency. 

To prepare the data for plotting an additional 

program PREPLOT was written.  This simply discards the decimal 

precision and reduces the amplitude data to one block of data. 

This has provided more than adequate in handling amplitude 

data, but tne precision in the phase data is lost. To avoid 

this loss of data it is planned to construct a progran which 

will give the phase in degrees for each iacrament in fre- 

quency.  Due to intermittent operation of the computer, the 

plot routines were not completed in time for this report, 

so the graphs presented were drafted.  There should be little 

difficulty in completing this phase of the programming. There 

are still some problems with the program which divides the 

output spectrum by the input spectrum.  Copies of the computer 

programs are not included in this report because of the 

specialized nature of the LINC language.  The programs are 

available to anyone interested. 
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The entire process will now be illustrated by using 

the Gectech Model 18300. 

The Model 18300 is a small, light weight, short 

period moving-coil seismometer.  It weighs less than 25 

pounds and has a 5 kilogram mass. The seismometer may be 

operated in either the horizontal or vertical position and 

the period is adjustable from 2.1 to .75 seconds.  Per- 

tinent data is contained in table III. 

The following discussion refers to conditions when 

the Period Adjust Knob is at position 0. 

The free period of the seismometer was measured in 

two ways. A weight was removed and the oscillations recorded 

on a rectilinear Esterline Argus recorder with paper speed 

of 12 inches per minute. The measured period is 1.07 seconds. 

Then a pulse was applied to the calibration coil by the Bay 

State 601 and the oscillations recorded on the Analyzer and 

transferred to the Line.  Since the time interval between 

data points is known exactly, this method is recommended. 

The measured period is 1.046 seconds. The open circuit 

damping is .007. With an external damping resistance of 8S05 

ohms the damping is nearly critical, 7.8% overshoot. 

The calibration coil motor constant is .194 newtons. 
ampere 
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A leps peak to peak sinusoidal current of 7.66 x 10" amps 

In the calibration coil theoretically produce an 3quivalent 

ground motion of 76 microns.  The recorded peak to peak 

amplitude corresponding to this input is 34 ram. Hence, the 

4 
magnification at this frequency is 4.47 ,- 10 . 

The complete magnification curve could be drawn 

by a repetition of this process at varying frequencies.  It 

has \ ione here only to check to machine processed mag- 

nific     curve. 

The testing procedure described above was employed. 

The impulse response shown in figure 4 was Fourier Transformed, 

the amplitude and phase calculated. The output is shown in 

figure 7.  Figure 8 gives the relative magnification curves 

for periods .75 seconds and 2.1 seconds derived from the 

impulse responses shown in figures 5 ar.-i 6,  Since we begin 

with one block of data, displacement verses tine, we finish 

with one block of data, amplitude verses frequency. The 

computer output is shown in table IV.  With the aid of table 

I we can interpret the data,  fhe amplitudes corresponding 

to frequencies 1...12 are underlined. 

As shown, this xs not quite the desired result since 

the program to produce the division by the impulse spectrum 

is net yet completely debugged. Hence, at present there are 
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only relative magnification curves available.  Comparing the 

magnification at leps, the machine processed data gives a 

value of 4.21 x 10 compared to the 4.47 x 10 value derived 

from a sinusoidal input. 

The task for the next quarter then must be to 

define sources of error, the completion of the computer pro- 

grams so that absolute magnification curves in both amplitude 

and phase may be derived. 
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TABLE     I 

-1 -1» DATA FT. VALUE IN SEC. DATA PT. f(Sec. L) 

1 .04363 28 1.36 
2 .09726 29 1.41 
3 .1459 30 1.46 
4 .1945 31 1.507 
5 .243 41 1.994 
6 .292 51 2.^80 
7 .3404 52 2.529 
8 .389 62 3.015 
9 .437 72 3.501 

10 .486 82 3.987 
11 .535 83 4.036 
12 .584 92 4.472 
13 .632 S3 4.522 
14 .680 102 4.960 
15 .729 103 5.009 
16 .778 123 5.98i 
17 .827 143 6.954 
18 .875 163 7.926 
19 .924 164 7.975 
20 .973 165 8.024 
21 1.02 185 8.996 
22 1.07 205 9.97 
23 1.118 215 10.45 
24 1.167 235 il.43 
25 1.216 236 11.476 
26 1.264 237 11.525 
27 1.313 247 12.01 

255 12,40 
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TABLE II 

n 
POWER OF 2        C2 OGC MULTIPLIER PROD. TRANS. 

2 2 2048 I 2 

4 6 6 

8 14 14 

16 30 30 

32 62 62 

64 126 126 

128 254 25- 

256 510 2048 1 510 

512 1022 1024 2 1020 

1024 2046 512 4 2040 

2048 4094 256 8 4080 

4096 8190 128 16 8160 

8192 16382 64 32 16320 

16384 32766 32 64 32640 

32768 65534 16 128 b5280 

65536 131070 8 256 130560 

131072 262142 4 512 26i120 

262144 524286 2 1024 522240 

524288 1048574 1 2048 1044480 
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TABLE Ill 

PER. ADJ. SETTING PERIOD CDR X 7. OVERSHOOT Gcc 

-5 2.10 Sec. 28000 3.6 1.96 x 104 

.{-. 2.05 18000 5 1.96 x lO'1 

-3 1.625 nnoo f) 1.94 

-2 1.25 9515 6 1.95 

-1 1.20 8505 8 1.96 

0 1.04 3505 7.8 1.96 

4-1 .95 8505 10.0 1.96 

2 .85 8505 10.5 1.92 

3 .80 6305 11.4 1.866 

4 775 8505 12.05 1.832 

5 .?.' 8505 12.5 1.824 
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TABLE IV 

0000 283 348 424 492 545 581 602 613 
0010 617 622 629 638 644 645 637 619 
0020 591 558 524 494 473 461 455 449 
0030 440 426 406 385 365 350 341 337 
0040 335 331 324 313 300 287 277 273 
0050 271 273 273 271 265 259 252 246 
0060 244 242 242 239 235 229 223 217 
0070 214 „13 214 216 215 212 207 200 
0100 193 187 183 182 181 160 178 176 
OHO 172 171 171 172 173 173 172 167 
0120 162 156 152 151 151 153 154 152 
0130 149 143 138 133 131 131 132 133 
0140 132 131 '27 124 122 121 122 124 
0150 124 124 122 118 114 112 111 113 
0160 115 118 118 117 114 109 105 103 
0]70 103 104 106 108 107 106 105 103 
0200 101 100 99 ~99 97 96 93 92 
0210 91 90 91 93 94 93 93 93 
0220 91 90 89 89 88 88 87 85 
0230 83 82 82 32 82 82 82 80 
0240 80 78 77 77 78 80 80 80 
0250 78 76 75 74 75 77 79 80 
0200 80 78 75 70 67 66 65 66 
0270 67 68 68 67 65 6^ 65 67 
0300 69 69 69 68 65 63 60 59 
0310 60 61 62 64 64 63 60 58 
0320 55 54 52 53 53 53 53 52 
0330 52 53 53 54 55 56 56 55 
0340 55 54 53 52 52 51 51 49 
0350 49 47 47 47 47 46 46 45 
0360 45 44 43 43 43 4? 43 43 
0370 41 40 38 37 37 38 39 
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Under present cc.isideration are several modifi- 

cations that will affect the operation of the units. 

1, The prime concern is the engineering of the 

pswer supply. The system now in use has proved inadequate 

from an operation, cost and safety standpoint. 

A system of DC - DC converters is currently being 

studied that will enable a single voltage battery pack to be 

utilized. It is felt that this system will result in a 

cost saving as well as reduction in down time. Full cost 

figures have not been compiled at this writing. 

Coupled into the above would be a reduction of the 

amount and cost of field support gear, and a reduction in the 

overall cost of batteries. 

2. A request for an automatic calibrate circuit 

has been '»ndered by Frank Crowley and Hank Ossing. In an- 

swer to this request are two systems. 

The first system is the simplest.  It consists of 

a mc or driven cam that will actuate a switch sending a 

jonmand to the calibrate relays.  In this concept, pulse 

width cannot be controlled to any degree of accuracy, and 

extreinely narrow pulses would be an impossibility. Where 

as, one of the requirements is for an impulse response, a 

second more complex system is being considered.  It consists 
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of a motor driven wheel and works on a photo-pick off of a 

reflective portion ot this wheel.  A Schmidt trigger will 

detect the level change out* au of the photo cell and produce 

a sharp rise time pulse.  ^his pulse will be differentiated 

and clipped to drive a monostable multivibrator by which we 

can control pulse width, which will intum activate a relay 

to produce the desired cal puise. This system is more re- 

liable, adaptable to field changes and will produce a greater 

degree of timing accuracy. 

The DC motors for either s^ tem will cost approx- 

imately $110.00 and will have a speed accuracy of 0.17..  In 

system II, torque is constant through out the revolution 

and of much less magnitude, thereby drawing less current which 

can be utilized by the control circuitry. 

A cost breakdown estimate of both systems (see 

below) shows the adaptability of the second system to out- 

weigh the 107. increase in cost.  Battery drain is not a 

consideration, whereas, one system or the other musr be 

utilized and both systems will draw approximately the same 

current. At this writing, circuit design has been completed 

and drive motors ordered for System II. 
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COST ESTIMATE PER UNIT 

Item System I System II 

Motor $111.00 $111.00 

Äelaya 36.20 36.20 

Components 8.00 10.00 

Fabrication 
& 

Installation 
5mh. 30.00 8mh. 48.00 

Total $185.20 $207.20 
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